projections confirm that changes in the distributional tails of climate variables may not occur in proportion to changes in the mean, particularly for precipitation, and may not be symmetric in nature, as demonstrated by differential changes in maximum vs. minimum temperatures (e.g., Kharin & Zwiers, 2005; Deguenon & Barbulescu, 2011) .
With respect to changes in climatic extremes, the Fourth Assessment Report of IPCC (2007) noted that since 1950 the number of heatwaves has increased and widespread increases have occurred in the numbers of warm nights. The extent of regions affected by droughts has also increased as precipitation over land has marginally decreased while evaporation has increased due to warmer conditions. Generally, numbers of heavy daily precipitation events that lead to flooding have increased, but not everywhere. Tropical storm and hurricane frequencies vary considerably from year to year, but evidence suggests substantial increases in intensity and duration since the 1970s. In the mid-latitudes, variations in tracks and intensity of storms reflect variations in major features of the atmospheric circulation, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation.
As extreme events are, by definition, rare and unusual, the statistical quantification of potential change in their trends and intensity becomes a very difficult task (Palmer & Räisänen, 2002) . So this chapter begins with a background section covering the origins of the statistics of extremes and applications of this statistics toward weather extremes. An overview of the statistical theory of extreme values with emphasis on block maxima approach and peaks over threshold is then provided, followed by two case studies in two cities of Mexico: a climatic application of modeling summer maximum temperatures in an arid city, and modeling of daily rainfall over a threshold in a humid city.
For contrasting the results obtained with extreme value theory, scenarios of summer maximum temperature and daily rainfall, with climate forcing caused by anthropogenic effect, were projected. With this aim, we used a statistical-dynamic model with two emission scenarios, A2 and B2.
Historical origins of statistics of extremes
The astronomers were the first to be interested in establishing a criterion for the acceptance or rejection of an outlying value. One of the first researchers that studied statistics of extremes was Nicolaus Bernoulli, in 1709; he answered the question: if n men of equal age die within t years, what is the mean duration of life of the last survivor? In 1852, Benjamin Peirce published the first significance test for eliminating outliers from data sets. He determined the expected value of the largest of any given number of independent life-times, uniformly distributed on an interval (Gumbel, 1958) . In 1922, Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz was the first to study extreme values that dealt with the distribution of range in random samples from a normal distribution. The importance of the work of Bortkiewicz is because he introduced the concept of distribution of largest value for the first time.
The first significant contribution to the field of Extreme Value Theory (EVT) was made by Fisher & Tippett (1928) who attempted to find the distribution of the maximum, or minimum of the data. The Fisher-Tippett Theorem states that, if the distribution of the normalized maximum of a sequence of random variables converges, it always converges to the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution, regardless of the underlying distribution; this result is very similar to the central limit theorem. Maurice Fréchet in the year 1927, was the first in obtain an asymptotic distribution of the largest value. He introduced the stability postulate according to which the distribution of the largest value should be equal to the initial one, except for a linear transformation. The problem of finding the limiting distribution of the maximum of a series of random variables was also later solved by B. Gnedenko (1943) , who continued Fisher's research, and gave necessary and sufficient conditions under which three asymptotic distribution are valid. Emil J. Gumbel developed new distributions in the 1950s; his book Statistics of Extremes (Gumbel, 1958) was important contribution to EVT above all in the field of engineering. In 1970, L. de Hann provided a rigorous mathematical framework about theory of regular variation, which has played a crucial role in EVT. Pickands (1975) generalized them classic limit laws proposing model exceedances above a large threshold, and data above that threshold were fit to the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). The Generalized Extreme Value distribution and the Generalized Pareto Distribution are just the tip of the iceberg of an entire new and quickly growing branch of statistics. The first application was to answer environmental questions, quickly followed by the finance industry. In 1990's multivariate and other techniques explored as a means to improve inference, and 2000's interest in spatial and spatio-temporal applications, and in finance. Textbooks on EVT include to Leadbetter et al., (1983) treat the general theory of extreme values of mainly one-dimensional stochastic sequences and processes; Embrechts et al. (1997) combine theoretical treatments of maxima and sums with statistical issues, focusing on applications from insurance and finance; Kotz & Nadarajah (2000) give a comprehensive and down-to-earth survey of the theory and practice of extreme value distributions; Coles (2001) has more emphasis on applications; Beirlant et al. (2004) covers a wide range of models and application areas, including risk and insurance, and contains also material on multivariate and Bayesian modeling of extremes; Finkenstädt & Rootzén (2004) 
Extreme Value Theory
Most statisticians aim to characterize typical behavior and focus on the center of data. EVT aims to characterize rare events by describing the tails of the underlying distribution. Probabilistic EVT deals with the asymptotic stochastic behavior of extreme order statistics of a random sample, such as the maximum and the minimum of independent identically distributed (iid) random variables. EVT has been one of the most quickly developing areas in the last decades (Hadživuković & Emilija, 2005) . It has found many applications (Berning, 2010) in different areas such as: Environmental (Floods, wave heights, wind speeds, heat waves, cold spells, pollutant concentrations), Engineering and Reliability (material strength, metal fatigue, corrosion), Finance (portfolio risk, value-at-risk, insurance risk, financial econometrics), Sociology ((human longevity, flood risk, management strategies, sport records), Statistical Methodology (multiple testing, simultaneous inference), telecommunications and biostatistics.
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The historical cornerstone of EVT is the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution which classically models block maxima data (or minima) over certain slices of time (such as annual maximum precipitation, monthly maximum/minimum temperature). According to EVT, identically distributed block maxima can be modeled with a GEV distribution defined by equation (1), in which G is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of block maximum z.
where x + = max(x, 0). The parameter µ represents the location parameter (-∞ < µ < ∞), determining the location of the peak of f; σ the scale parameter (σ > 0), determining the "wideness" of the distribution, and ξ the all-important shape parameter (-∞ < ξ < ∞) which determines the nature of tail behavior of the maximum distribution. The justification for the GEV distribution arises from an asymptotic argument. As the sample size increases, the distribution of the sample maximum, say X, will asymptotically follow either Fréchet (ξ > 0), Weibull (ξ < 0), or Gumbel (ξ = 0) distribution (Naveau et al., 2005) . Each of the three types of distributions has distinct forms of behavior in the tails. The Weibull is bounded above, meaning that there is a finite value which the maximum cannot exceed. The Gumbel distribution yields light tail, meaning that although the maximum can take on infinitely high values, the probability of obtaining such levels become small exponentially. The Fréchet distribution with a heavy tail, decays polinomially, so that higher values of the maximum are obtained with greater probability, that would be the case with a lighter tail (Gilleland & Katz, 2006) . The flexibility of the GEV to describe all three types of tail behavior makes it a universal tool for modeling block maxima. As Naveau et al. (2005) say…"it is important to stress that the GEV is the proper fit to maxima not only from a parent distribution like the Gaussian one, but also from any continuous distribution (e.g., exponential, Cauchy, etc.). Hence the methodology is general and independent of specific numerical values"…
The three types of extreme value distributions
There are three extreme value distributions -one for ordinary parent distributions (the Gumbel type), another for many parent distributions that are truncated on the right (the Weibull type) and a last for parent distributions that lack all or higher moments (the Fréchet type). The Gumbel type includes most ordinary distributions -for example, the normal, lognormal, gamma, exponential, Weibull and logistic -and was the focus of classical EVT. The Gumbel extreme value distribution is often referred to as the extreme value distribution. Collectively, these three classes of distribution are termed the extreme value distribution, with types I, II and III widely known as the Gumbel, Fréchet and Weibull families respectively. Each family has a location and scale parameter, µ and σ, respectively; additionally, the Fréchet and Weibull families have a shape parameter ξ.
Type I: Gumbel-type distribution
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Type II: Fréchet-type distribution
Type III: Weibull-type distribution
Threshold models
One statistical method for analyzing extreme values is to fit data to an extreme-value distribution. This method is carried out by two alternative approaches: block maxima and peaks over threshold (POT). The approach leading to distribution (1) assumes data are maxima from finite-sized blocks, such as annual maximum temperature. However, if daily observations are available, models which use only each year's annual maximum discards other extreme data that could provide additional information. The POT approach allows for more data to inform the analysis. The POT models are generally considered to be the most useful applications due to their more efficient use of the data on extreme values. For the POT approach, a threshold is first determined, and data above that threshold are fit to the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD), which is based on the excesses above a threshold, and it also has an asymptotic justification, such as EVT. The amounts by which observations exceed a threshold u (called exceedances) should approximately follow a GPD as u gets large and sample size increases. In this case, the tail of the distribution is characterized by the equation 5.
where x−u > 0, 1+ ξ (x -u)/ > 0 and σ = σ + ξ (u−μ). The parameter μ represents the location parameter, and σ the scale parameter. This function gives the cumulative probability for X exceeding the value of x, given that it already exceeds the threshold u. The duality between the GEV and generalized Pareto families means that the shape parameter ξ is dominant in determining the qualitative behavior of the GPD, just as it is for the GEV distribution. In particular, the values of ξ are common across the two models. Furthermore, the value of σ is found to be threshold-dependent, except in the case where the limit model has ξ = 0.
Threshold selection is critical to any POT analysis. Too high a threshold could discard too much data leading to high variance of the estimate, but too low a threshold is likely to violate the asymptotic basis of the model, leading to bias. The standard practice is to adopt as low a threshold as possible, subject to the limit model providing a reasonable approximation. So, threshold selection is a commitment between choosing a high enough value for the asymptotic theorem can be considered accurate, and low enough to have the sufficient material to estimate the parameters ξ and β.
Other important assumption for the GPD is that the threshold exceedances are independent. Such an assumption is often unreasonable for weather and climate data because high values of meteorological and climatological quantities are often succeeded by high quantities (e.g. high rain day is likely to be followed by another high rain day). An approach frequently employed to handle such dependency is to decluster the data by identifying clusters and to utilize only a summary of each cluster; one of the simplest and most widely used methods for determining clusters is runs de-clustering (Gilleland & Katz, 2006) .
Return levels (quantiles)
When considering extreme values of a random variable, one is interested in the return level of an extreme event, defined as the value z p , such that there is a probability of p that z p is exceeded in any given year, or alternatively, the level that is expected to be exceeded on average once every 1/p years (1/p is often referred to as the return period); in extreme value terminology, z p is the return level associated with the return period 1/p. For example, if the 100-year return level for temperature is found to be 45°C, then the probability of temperature exceeding (return period) 45°C in any given year is 1/100 = 0.01. In particular, a 20-year return value is the level that an annual extreme exceeds with probability p = 5%.
The quantity 1/p indicates the "rarity" of an extreme event and is usually referred to as the return period, or the waiting time for an extreme event.
The return level is derived from the distribution GEV or GPD by setting the cumulative distribution function equal to the desired probability/quantile, 1 -p, and then solving for the return level. Estimates of extreme quantiles of the annual maximum distribution can be obtained by the equation 6.
In the previous equation y p = -log (1-p). If z p is plotted against log y p , the plot is linear in the case ξ = 0. If ξ < 0 the plot is convex with asymptotic limit as p → 0 at µ-σ/ξ; if ξ > 0 the plot is concave and has no finite bound. This graph is a return level plot. Because of the simplicity of interpretation, and because the choice of scale compresses the tail of the distribution so that the effect of extrapolation is highlighted, return level plots are particularly convenient for both model presentation and validation.
Weather and climate extremes and its relationship with climate change
There is general agreement that changes in the frequency or intensity of extreme weather and climate events is increasing in many regions in response to global climate change and would have profound impacts on both human society and the natural environment. This has motivated many studies of extremes in the climate in the first decade of 2000's (Meehl et al., 2000; Easterling et al., 2000; Rusticucci & Barrucand, 2004; Kharin et al., 2007) ; Recent years have seen a number of weather and climate events cause large losses of life as well as a tremendous increase in economic losses from weather hazards. Examples of weather extremes in past decade (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) are showed in 
Weather and climate extremes: Review methods for their modeling
Quantifying and predicting changes in mean climate conditions and shifts in the frequency of extreme events is a daunting task that is vigorously pursued by many scientists, federal agencies, and private companies. Basically there are two essential tools for studying extreme weather and climate events: a) modeling using General Circulation Models (GCMs), and b) statistical modeling using Extreme Value Theory (EVT). Climate Models are derived from fundamental physical laws, which are then subjected to physical approximations appropriate for the large-scale climate system, and then further approximated through mathematical discretization (IPCC, 2007) . Models show significant and increasing skill in representing many important mean climate features, such as the large-scale distributions of atmospheric temperature, precipitation, radiation and wind, and of oceanic temperatures, currents and sea ice cover. Simulations with global coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (CGCMs) forced with projected greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions are the primary tools for studying possible future changes in climate mean, variability, and extremes. The ability of the generation of atmospheric general circulation models to simulate temperature and precipitation extremes was documented by Kharin et al. (2005 Kharin et al. ( , 2007 . However, because the simulation of extremes pushes the limits of what GCMs are capable of, it is important to consider a number of advantages when using GCMs to study weather and climate extremes (Yin & Branstator, 2007) . One advantage is the possibility of using a GCM to study extremes in climates different from that observed today, another important advantage is that GCM experiments can be designed to test hypotheses about the dynamics and other factors that influence extremes. A third advantage is that GCMs can be used to produce sample sizes of extremes much larger than found in the short observational record. Thus, while the observational record may be too short for robust statistics of extremes, a GCM dataset of hundreds or thousands of years of model time could produce robust extreme statistics. Accordingly by Tebaldi et al. (2006) , GCMs are increasingly being used to study climate and weather extremes for societal and ecological impacts (Jentsch et al., 2007) .
On the other hand, the complexity of the climate system always required the application of statistical methods to identify relationships among the climate quantities that were hidden in the multitude of spatial and temporal scales in play (Navarra, 1999) . In the course of the years it has been shown that statistical techniques are a powerful tool that can lead to an understanding of nature as profound as other scientific devices. In particular, the use of EVT is a tool that seeks to provide an estimate of the tails of the original distribution using only extreme values of the data series. Many studies use EVT related to extreme weather and climate events and their impact: in ecology (Parmesan et al., 2000; Katz et al., 2002; Dixon et al., 2005) ; in disaster losses (Pielke, 2007; WMO, 2011) ; in heatwaves, extreme rainfall, snow events and droughts and related damages that affect to the community and stakeholders Meehl et al., 2000; Katz et al., 2005; Garcia-Cueto et al., 2010; Deguenon & Barbulescu, 2011) .
Examples of application of EVT to extreme climate events in two cities of Mexico: Mexicali and Villahermosa
weather station in southwest of Mexico. The city of northwest Mexico is named Mexicali, and the city of southeast Mexico is named Villahermosa. First we describe the climate of each city, and then Extreme Value Theory is applied. In the case of Mexicali City the summer maximum temperature data was fitted to a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution by using a block maxima approach. Furthermore, from 5-year to 500-year return level and shape parameter confidence limits were found, respectively. In the case of Villahermosa City, daily precipitation data over a threshold were fitted to Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). As in the case of Mexicali City, rainfall maximum return levels of several time periods for Villahermosa City are estimated.
Location and climate in Mexicali City
Mexicali is located in the 
EVT applied to summer maximum temperature at Mexicali City
Extreme Value Theory (EVT) was applied to find the probability of the highest summer temperatures, and quantify return levels, at Mexicali City. The analysis can be useful to help society prepare and protect itself from future dangerous temperatures. The data consists of the daily "summer" temperature records from a local weather station (Period 6/1/1951-9/15/2008, Station Mexicali 02033, Comision Nacional del Agua). Summer is defined in this research from 1 June to 15 September, the period for which maximum temperatures are very high. Data were fitted to a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution by using a block maxima approach. Furthermore, some predictions such as various return levels and shape parameter confidence limits were found. The Maximum Likelihood method for estimating the parameters (location, scale and shape) was used. The extremes package (Gilleland and Katz, 2006) of R (R Development Core Team, 2010) was used because it is an open source; it is particularly well oriented to climatic applications and has the ability to incorporate information about co-variables in order to estimate parameters. Figure 1 shows the plot of summer maximum temperature. It can be observed from figure 1 that the highest value is 52ºC and lowest is 43.8ºC. Maximum-likelihood fitted parameter values are presented in Table 2 .
The figure 2 shows diagnostic plots from the proposed fitting. Combining the estimates and standard errors, the approximate 95% confidence intervals are (46.23, 47.01) for µ, (1.112, 1.645) for σ, and (-0.005, -0.287) for ξ.
When the probability and quantile graphs were examined ( fig. 2) , and since the plotted data approximately are near-linear, it suggested that the underlying suppositions for the GEV distribution are reasonable for the summer maximum temperature data. According to the www.intechopen.com shape parameter (ξ = -0.146), the most adequate distribution for modeling the summer maximum temperature occurrence is the Weibull distribution, which is bounded above, meaning that there are finite values which the maximum temperatures cannot exceed. Based on the results presented in Table 2 , the estimate of upper limit is calculated as μ -σ/ξ = 46.623 -1.379/-0.146 = 56.012 (°C). Testing the fit of the GEV probability density function to data was done using the chi-square goodness of fit test. The condition ≤ χ , . is satisfied (3.04 < 3.84).
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of block maximum z is calculated from equation (1) 1   40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56 With the CDF, we can calculate the return levels of the summer maximum temperature. This plot is shown in bottom left of figure 2 along the point-wise 95% confidence bounds estimated by the delta method. The delta method assumes that the parameters estimates are symmetric, which is not always the case for the shape parameter or extreme return level (Gilleland & Katz, 2005) . Greater accuracy of the confidence intervals can usually be achieved using the profile likelihood. Figure 4 show the profile log-likelihoods for the 100-year return level. The estimated return level is 51.2ºC with 95% confidence interval of (50.4, 53.1). Similarly, the 95% confidence interval of the shape parameter ξ was (-0.269, -0.104). From the profile likelihood plots, the estimates were good because the dashed vertical lines intersected the likelihood at the same points as the lower horizontal line in both cases. Table 3 shows the results of estimated return levels and 95% confidence intervals.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the return levels for summer maximum temperature gradually increase for higher and higher return periods. Also the confidence intervals are increasingly wider as the return period is increasing. From the above results one would expect, per example, that summer maximum temperature (ºC) at Mexicali Mexico will exceed about 49.3ºC on average every 10 years, and will exceed about 51.2 on average every 100 years, and will exceed about 52.2ºC every 500 years. The 95% confidence intervals, in (ºC), were 48.7-50.0, 50.4-53.1, and 51.1-55.1, respectively. Table 3 . Estimated return levels and 95% confidence intervals for several period returns from having fit summer maximum temperature (ºC) at Mexicali, Mexico (summer) to the GEV distribution.
Location and climate in Villahermosa Mexico
Villahermosa, capital of the State of Tabasco, is located in southwest Mexico, at 17.98ºN, 92.91º'W and 9 meters above sea level. Villahermosa features a tropical wet climate (Garcia's climate classification Am), with an annual average temperature of 26°C and an annual average precipitation of 1500 mm. the City of Villahermosa is characterized by its warm and humid climate. Temperatures during spring and summer seasons reach upward of 40ºC, with humidity levels near around 30% during the same period. During its short "winter", Villahermosa's climate is very humid, but daytime temperatures decrease to around 28ºC. In October 2007, Villahermosa suffered its worst flood in recorded history. Several hundred thousand people were displaced because of flooded homes.
EVT applied to daily maximum rainfall at Villahermosa City
Floods in Villahermosa City have recently become more destructive and projections show that this trend may become more pronounced. Part of this trend is linked to socio-economic factors, but a portion of the flood growth is linked to climate. As quantification of maximum rainfall is important for flood planning purposes, Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) by using Peaks Over Threshold (POT) was applied to the data base of daily rainfall records from a local weather station (period 10/1/1948-8/31/2010, Station 27054 Villahermosa, Comision Nacional del Agua of Mexico Country). Furthermore, predictions of several return levels and shape parameter confidence limits were determined. Also the maximum likelihood method for estimating the parameters of scale and shape was applied. Figure 5 shows the plot of daily rainfall in Villahermosa City.
In order to apply the POT, a threshold has to be fixed. The threshold has to be sufficiently large so that GPD is a suitable function for describing the tail of the cumulative distribution, and it has to be sufficiently small so that enough values are available to give an accurate estimation of the parameters of the GPD (Asensio, 2007) . There is not any known, automatic procedure for the selection of the threshold. Here we choose a value of the threshold subjectively, and we verify the behavior of the parameters of the GPD for different values of the threshold. In our case, u has been chosen as the value that exceeds 98.5% (21517) of the data points of the time series, leaving only 1.5% of the data points (336) as extreme values. For the dataset shown in figure 5 , we find u = 60 mm. So 336 points above the threshold are used to fit the GPD, neglecting any time dependence. The maximum rainfall value recorded since the date is 340 mm. To show that the chosen threshold of 60 mm was adequate, the fit of the cumulative distribution with a range of thresholds was realized. The results are shown in figure 6 for different values of the threshold u, the upper panel showing the values obtained for σ (modified scale) and the lower panel the values for ξ (shape). If the GPD is a reasonable model for the exceedances above a certain threshold u 0 , the estimates σ and ξ, should remain near-constant (Coles, 2001) . It can be observed that selected threshold of 60 mm appears reasonable as the estimates of σ and ξ remain constant above level of 60 mm. It is interesting note that for u = 80 mm, approximately 0.8% of the data lie above the threshold, while for u = 100 mm, less than 0.4% of the data lie above. When there are less data available to estimate the parameters, it is obvious that the uncertainty increases.
The evaluation of significance of the model by likelihood ratio test was significant at the 5% confidence level. The empirical cumulative distribution function for points above the threshold is built and the values of σ and ξ that give the best fit were obtained. The parameters of the GPD were estimated by the maximum likelihood method using the statistical method for extreme values of R software; the values obtained are shown in table 4.
www.intechopen.com Table 4 . Parameters of GPD rainfall data at Villahermosa City. The values are obtained with a threshold of 60 mm. Figure 7 shows diagnostic plots from the proposed fitting, and suggest that probability and quantile graphs that the underlying assumption for the GPD are reasonably for these data.
To assess the quality of fit between the GPD and this data set, the GPD density is superimposed on the histogram of the exceedances in figure 8. The estimated shape parameter is clearly positive (ξ = 0.12 with a standard error of 0.063) and it indicates that the distribution is heavy tailed.
With these values, the cumulative distribution function is shown in the figure 9 , where we show the value over the threshold on the horizontal axis and the value of the GPD on the vertical axis.
Since ξ > 0, it is not useful to carry out a detailed inference of the upper limit, as was the case of summer maximum temperatures at Mexicali City. Instead, we focus on extreme return values. Return levels and shape parameter confidence limits (95%) for rainfall over threshold of 60 mm were estimated (Table 5) . www.intechopen.com Fig. 9 . GPD fit to rainfall over 60 mm at Villahermosa, Mexico (1948 -2010 Table 5 . Estimated return levels and 95% confidence intervals for several period returns from having fit rainfall daily data using a threshold of 60 mm at Villahermosa, Mexico to the GPD.
It can be seen from Table 5 that the return levels for rainfall over the threshold of 60 mm gradually increase for higher and higher return periods. Also the confidence intervals are increasingly wider as the return period increases. From the above results one would expect, per example, that rainfall over the threshold of 60 mm at Villahermosa Mexico will exceed about 201.8 mm on average every 10 years, and about 320.9 mm on average every 100 years, and about 426.9 mm every 500 years. The 95% confidence intervals (mm) were 179.5-236.6, 256.7-385.1, and 336.6-517.1, respectively.
Climate scenarios under climate forcing by anthropogenic effect
In a world where the climate remains "stationary", and that inputs have a periodic behavior, the return periods of climatic variables would be a function only of its history recorded in www.intechopen.com the database, which, as we have seen, can be estimated with some uncertainty under the theory of extreme values; however, if we refer to a dynamic climate in which climate change caused by greenhouse gas forcing is driving current climate going to another different climate regime, the estimate of future values of atmospheric variables, must be addressed with other techniques. These estimations that are called climate scenarios are a plausible representation of future climate that have been constructed for explicit use in investigating the potential impacts of anthropogenic climate change. Climate scenarios often make use of climate projections that are descriptions of the modeled response of the climate system to scenarios of greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations, by manipulating model outputs and combining them with observed climate data.
Climate scenarios in our case studies were generated using a statistical-dynamic model, the Statistical Downscaling Model SDSM (Wilby et al., 2002) . SDSM model is a combination of a stochastic weather generator and a transfer function method that needs two types of daily data. The first type corresponds to local predictands of interest (in our case maximum temperature and rainfall), and the second type corresponds to the data of large-scale predictors of a grid box closest to the study area. For model calibration the source of these predictors is the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) re-analysis data set and for downscaling future climate scenarios is the model HadCM3 with two emission scenarios, A2 and B2.
Previous to the scenarios generation, the local atmospheric predictands and NCEP predictors for the period of 1961-1990 were split into two parts. The first part of [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] was used for model's calibration while the remaining data of 1976-1990 were used for model's validation, as an independent set of data, which revealed satisfactory results. Next the corresponding large scale predictors of HadCM3 were used to downscale the future climate data of the selected cities under the A2 and B2 emission scenarios. These emissions scenarios were allowed which compare the results, since they belong to different evolutionary lines. While the A2 scenario assumes a very heterogeneous world, whose underlying theme is self-reliance and preservation of local identities, the B2 scenario describes a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions to economic, social and environmental sustainability. It is a world with continuously increasing global at a rate lower than A2. The scenarios projected of summer maximum temperatures at Mexicali City, and annual maximum daily rainfall at Villahermosa City, were built for periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069 and 2070-2099, called of the 2020's, 2050's and 2080's, respectively. 
Scenarios of summer maximum temperature at Mexicali City
Scenarios of summer maximum temperatures at Mexicali City are shown in the Table 6 . Table 6 shows: 1) Each month shows a steady increase in summer maximum temperatures, both with medium emissions scenario (B2) and with high emissions (A2). With the same emissions scenario (A2 or B2) September is the one with the largest increase, indicating that the summer could be increasingly longer and more intense; 2) For the 2020's the largest increase in summer maximum temperature is with B2 emissions scenario, compared to A2. With respect to the baseline scenario July presented the largest increase (2.5 ºC), followed by the months of September, August and June, with 2.4 ºC, 1.4 °C and 1.3 ºC, respectively; 3) For the 2050's the largest increase in summer maximum temperature is with A2 emissions scenario, except the month of September. The largest increase would be in September with 4.2 °C, followed by July, June and August, with 3.0 ºC, 2.6 ºC and 2.1 ºC, respectively; and 4) For late XXI century, the largest increase in summer maximum temperature would have again with the A2 emissions scenario; the month of September would be the largest increase, up to 5.4 ºC, followed by the months of July, August and June, with 4.1 ºC, 3.7 ºC and 3.5 ºC, respectively. Taking into consideration a measure of variability such as standard deviation, by the end of XXI century is expected that the maximum rainfall for the month of October is in the range from 140.5 mm to 250.3 mm. Also, by the end of the century in the month of January is expected a strong increase in the maximum rainfall, although the high variability determines an interval from 118.4 mm to 231.7 mm; in the months of February and December, noted that in contrast to that recorded in the baseline scenario, the maximum rainfall in the future scenarios are below that value, even considering that the standard deviation for the months of February and December are 16.6 mm and 54.9 mm, respectively.
Month

Scenarios of maximum daily rainfall at Villahermosa City
Discussion
The results obtained in this chapter are based on the theory of extreme values that has a strong theoretical background and the realization of climate scenarios with a downscaling model, under A2 and B2 emissions scenarios. The basic premise relies on the assumption of asymptotic argument that converges to the three limiting distributions, as the size of the time series increases. Theoretically it is expected that for a time series infinitely large, the models correctly reproduce the tails of underlying distribution. In our case we have time series of limited size, so there always is an element of doubt when estimating the parameters of the chosen distribution, and when one is extrapolating values toward that, there is some uncertainty. However, EVT makes the best use of whatever data is available about extremes. In our case, the present results seem to support the fact that statistics of summer maximum temperature and daily maximum rainfall are well replicated under the background of extreme value theory. The fact that the theory explains the extreme events studied in this chapter supports the assertion of that EVT is able to estimate extreme quantiles for a short record of data.
In the case of modeling daily maximum rainfall in Villahermosa City, although the method applied is certainly very valuable, it has, however, some limitations: 1) the POT method was used without de-clustering techniques, and 2) the underlying distribution of analyzed stochastic variables should be stationary, but this condition is not always true in weather events. Therefore, it is clear that future studies will be needed to gain confidence regarding goodness of fit of proposed model (Smith, 2001) . Accordingly: i) Excesses of rainfall over the chosen threshold must be studied in clusters, ii) The seasonal trend should be removed before applying POT technique, iii) The rainy and dry seasons should be studied separately, and iv) Other covariates, besides time should be included.
The model chosen for building scenarios of temperature and rainfall, the SDSM model, is conceptually simple and is based on the relationships between predictands and the large scale atmospheric forcing, that has been used in several studies (Hashmi et al., 2009; Chu et al, 2010) . One of the main advantages of this model is that can be used to provide sitespecific information and is computationally inexpensive. The major theoretical weakness is that its assumption basic is not verifiable, i.e., that the statistical relationship developed for the present day climate also hold under the different forcing conditions of possible future climates (Wilby & Harris, 2006 
Conclusions
1. Extreme Value Theory was successfully applied to two climatic datasets. 2. GEV distribution was fitted by using a block maxima approach to summer maximum temperatures, using daily data collected at the meteorological station of Mexicali, Mexico. The diagnostic plots and χ 2 goodness-of-fit test confirm the adequacy of this distribution for the data analyzed. 3. The most adequate distribution for modeling the summer maximum temperature occurrence at Mexicali, Mexico was the Weibull distribution. The estimation of the upper limit was 56.012ºC. 4. Return level confidence limits showed that the summer maximum temperature in Mexicali City was expect to exceed about 49.3ºC on average every 10 years, about 50.7ºC on average every 50 years, and about 51.2ºC on average every 100 years. The 95% confidence intervals, in ºC, were (48.7, 50.0), (50.0, 52.2), and (50.4, 53.1), respectively. 5. GPD model was fitted by using a peak over threshold approach for daily maximum rainfall, using daily data collected at the meteorological station at Villahermosa, Mexico. A threshold of 60 mm was chosen after a range of thresholds was demontrated. The evaluation of significance of the proposed model by likelihood ratio test was significant at the 95% confidence level. The diagnostic plots and quantile graphs suggest that the underlying assumption for the GPD is reasonable for the data analyzed. 6. Return levels confidence limits showed that daily maximum rainfall at Villahermosa City, with a threshold of 60 mm, was expect to exceed about 201.8 mm on average every 10 years, about 281.4 mm on average every 50 years, and about 320.9 mm on average every 100 years. The 95% confidence intervals, in mm, were (179.5, 236.6), (232.5, 335.9), and (256.7, 385 .1), respectively.
7. There are shortcomings in the POT method proposed for modeling daily maximum rainfall including not using de-clustering techniques and not removing seasonal trend. 8. Scenarios for summer maximum temperature and maximum rainfall, with SDSM model, and emission scenarios A2 and B2, for the 2020's, 2050's and 2080's, were generated. 9. The comparison between the results obtained by extreme value theory (return periods) and those obtained by downscaling technique shows that for summer maximum temperatures at Mexicali City, are similar throughout this century. For extreme rainfall events SDSM model presents conservative results, i.e. lower than those found with respect to GPD model. 10. It would be important to use another downscaling technique, for estimate extreme events of rainfall at Villahermosa City, to compare the results obtained with SDSM model. 11. Estimating future return levels, and elaborate scenarios, in both temperature and rainfall extremes, at Mexicali City and Villahermosa City, respectively, provides essential input to urban adaptation and planning strategies through the establishment of, for example, heat watch-warning systems or flood prevention strategies. It is obvious that modeling work presented here reflects some uncertainties, as do all models of natural processes. However, inaction to protect lives and property may cost more if we dare not act because of unresolved questions.
